Welcome to a world of

Intelligent Prompting
Designed for modern productions looking to
benefit from class-leading Autoscript design and
the flexibility of IP, the new IPS range takes select
features of the leading Intelligent Prompting
products to create cost effective, simple
to install solutions.
The versatile WinPlus-IPS software application will
connect to an XBox-IP, making it compatible with all
video teleprompters, but the real strength of the IPS range
comes from using the monitors and software together.
Without the additional cost of a video generation box,
users can create a responsive IP-enabled prompting
workflow to suit smaller budgets
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IPS Range
WinPlus-IPS
WinPlus-IPS is a simple but powerful application
ideally suited for short pieces to camera. The software
employs many of the features of WinPlus-IP, including
the modern customisable user interface, super
smooth scroll preview and live script editing. Simplified
menus presented above the relevant content area
make the software easy to navigate. WinPlus-IPS will
connect via an IP network to a single controller. An
HC-IP controller is supplied as part of the package.
Any number of EVO-IPS monitors and XBox-IP scroll
engines can be connected, while the device status tool
enables monitoring and management of all devices on
the network.

EVO-IPS
As the world’s first IP only prompt monitor, the EVO-IPS
offers a very simple and flexible workflow. It connects
directly to the user’s choice of WinPlus-IP or WinPlusIPS software application via an IP network; displaying
smooth scroll prompter video without the need for
an additional scroll engine. One single Ethernet input
is all that’s required! The new EVO-IPS on-camera
system comes with Autoscript’s Intelligent Prompting
mounting and carbon fibre hood, vastly reducing both
weight and setup time, for easier operation.

Brightness:
Contrast:
Resolution:
Depth:
Connectivity:
Monitor only weight:

15” 450 nits
19” 350 nits
15” 800:1
19” 1000:1
15” 1024x768
19” 1280x1024
42mm/1.65”
RJ45, Ethernet
15” 2.8kg / 6.2lb
19” 4kg / 8.8lb

HC-IP
The HC-IP desktop hand control, included with
WinPlus-IPS, has been ergonomically designed to
maximise performance and comfort. From providing
a neutral hand position with adequate wrist support,
left or right handed operation, and using Power
over Ethernet for simple integration, everything was
considered to create a controller that is radically
different to the options previously available.

Function buttons:
Power:
Power consumption:
Weight:
Size:
Connectivity:

Next, Previous, Top of script
2 x programmable (illuminated)
Powered over Ethernet
3W Max
500g / 1.1lb
H 42mm x W 134mm x L 230mm
RJ45, Ethernet

Changes in Product Specification
We reserve the right to alter specifications or change materials where absolutely necessary. All sizes or images shown
throughout this brochure are approximate and colours shown are as accurate as modern reproduction methods will allow.
No liability can be accepted for any variation.
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